Beauty Secrets of the Rich and Famous – Yoga for Your Face
Ever wake up in the morning with frown lines and more wrinkles than you went to bed
with?
Continual repetitive motions such as frowning, squinting, smiling, etc. cause damage to
the facial tissue supporting the epidermis. Over time, this damage deepens and cells in
some areas of the wrinkle, making it easier for the muscle to press the skin together. Cells
in other areas build up and cause heavy sagging at the deepest part of the wrinkle.
It's never too late to help rid the face of deep lines and wrinkles.
Hollywood's Favorite Beauty and Well Being Secret. Frownies Facial Pads have been
taking years off famous faces for more than 100 years. Now all of us can use these allnatural pads to dramatically smooth our skin.
Frownies are a chemical-free method of holding facial muscles in place. Frownies act as
a splint to create better facial posture. It trains the muscles to relax which smoothes the
skin and softens lines. Unlike products which use toxic chemicals or injections that
paralyze the muscle, Frownies are strictly mechanical in nature. Much like "Yoga for the
face," Frownies hold posture and reshape the muscle. Wrinkle-ridding results in 2-4
weeks of usage while you sleep!
Wrinkled Skin

Wrinkled Skin with
Frownies

Facial expressions and
stress train facial
muscles to hold deep
lines.

Frownies train
expression lines to
relax.

Unwrinkled Skin

Frownies help rid
the face of deep lines
by holding the muscles
while they relax and
heal.

Frownies Facial Pads work by harnessing the facial muscles and holding them back in
their proper place, thus helping them regain the strength and tone lost through fatigue,
tension, aging and sun exposure. They also help the user to become aware of facial
expressions - such as squinting or grimacing - which can make lines and wrinkles worse.
They are applied to the forehead, corners of the eyes and mouth.
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Eminent French and American dermatologists support the Frownies approach to tackling
the problem of facial lines. Made of unbleached paper with a vegetable-based adhesive,
they work like a splint to hold your facial muscles in a smooth position, essentially
“training” crow’s feet, fine lines, and nasiolabial lines to relax.
Marvin Westmore, a Hollywood makeup artist since 1958, estimates that 10 percent of
the age-40-and-older actresses and actors he has worked with have used Frownies.

Most people will see visible improvement overnight and continual use is the key to
lasting results. Frownies motto is "Keep in Sight - Use Every Night" and in so doing, one
can be assured of lasting results in 3 to 4 weeks.
Frownies is featured in New York Times, The View on ABC, O Magazine (USA) and
Daily Mirror (UK).
Frownies Facial Pads is the natural and safe alternative to Botox. Renee Russo,
Glenn Close and Meryl Streep know the secret of Frownies and use them regularly.
Now you can share the fabulous results of this product, too.
Frownies Facial Pads is available exclusively at A Cut Above and Beauty Impress. For
more information please visit www.BeautyImpress.com or call 03-22872522.
Frownies Facial Pads RM 128 for 144 pcs each.
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